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Abstract: This paper describes the cross-language
plagiarism detection method CLAD (Cross-Language Analog
Detector) between test document and indexed documents. The
main difference of this method from existing versions is the
detection of plagiarism among multiple languages not only two
languages. While translating terms, it used the dictionary-based
machine-translation method. CLAD’s working process consists
of document indexing and detection process phases. In this
paper, we will describe both of these phases.
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I.

INTRODUCTION.

Plagiarism, usage of the work by done another person
without proper acknowledgment to the original source, is an
infamous problem in academic society. There are several
methods, system, and services which help to detect
plagiarism by machine [1]. As a result, the development of
machine translation of the text has posed the problems of
detecting cross-language plagiarism (CLPD) [2-4].
The main problem for СLPD during the translation of the
text, it is important to determine exactly what type of word
translation is used in the document. For example, in
Russian, there is word "человек" in English it can be
translated "person", "human", "individual", and "man". So,
if we translate this word as "person" during the plagiarism
detection process, but the document uses "man" version,
during comparison the text we can get an incorrect result. If
we check all synonym versions of the word, then we will
have performance issues.In this paper, we will describe
CLAD (Cross-Language Analog Detector) method which
used to detect similarity score between documents which are
in different or same natural language. CLAD used “Bag of
words analysis” model to determine the similarity of two
documents [5-7]. In this method plagiarism detection
process consists of converting the document into plain text,
parsing text, analyzing words morphologically (stemming),
analyzing words lexically (detecting and removing stopwords), normalizing synonym forms, translating words
(dictionary-based machine-translation method), comparing
the bag of words.

The main difference of this method from existing ones is
that it can detect check plagiarism more than two natural
language. To avoid compiling a dictionary for each pair of
languages, the main language is selected in this method. If
two documents are in a different language, first their bag of
words are translated into the main language and then
compared.
‘jComporator’ system was developed by this CLAD
method and the detection quality of this system is directly
related to synonyms and dictionary databases. The database
structure of the jComporator system is designed by the
NoSQL mechanism [8-10]. In the document indexing
process, it was used Apache Lucene system which
developed by Apache Software Foundation [11]. To store
the rest of the information (dictionary, synonyms, reports,
and etc.), MySQL was used. MySQL is an open-source
relational database management system (RDBMS) [12].
II.

RELATED WORKS

This section provides an overview of related works that
deal with the detection of cross-language plagiarism. Work
by Vera Danilova (2013) showed methods of cross-language
plagiarism detection between documents. It described the
process of comparing documents that are written in different
natural languages [13]. All only considered an algorithm for
determining plagiarism between two languages. In addition,
a synonym for the form of words is not considered in these
algorithms. In the paper by Zaid Alaa, Sabrina Tiun, and
Mohammedhasan Abdulameer (2016) the method of crosslanguage method documents in Arabic and English was
described. The paper also showed a comparison of
documents considering the synonymity of words [2].
In an interesting paper [14], Daniele Anzelmi and
colleagues report the SCAM (Standard Copy Analysis
Mechanism) algorithm which is a relative measure to detect
overlapping by making comparison on a set of words that
are common between test document and registered
document. To compare documents, taking into account the
synonym forms of words, this algorithm suggests checking
each synonym form. In this case, the total number of
operations will be calculated using the following formula
l

s   ci

(1)
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l - count of words in document, ci - count of
synonym forms i - word, s - total operations number. The
Here,

total number of the comparison operations will be even
greater if we use algorithms of the class shilling [15].
l

s   ci
i 1
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The paper [11] introduced a cross-language plagiarism
system for English-translated copies of Spanish document’s
detection. Their system was comprised of three stages;
namely translation detection, internet search and report
generation.
There are several systems, which can detect document
plagiarism by using web search engines, like
AntiPlagiarism.NET,
Advego
Plagiatus,
Unplag,
Grammarly, Copyscape. Also, there are Unicheck, Turnitin,
PlagTracker, Антиплагиат, PlagScan system and services
which work on their own database [16-19].
III.

IMPLEMENTATION

As discussed above, document plagiarism detection
consists of (1) document indexing, (2) similarity checking
phases. In this paper, we will describe plagiarism detection
process for Uzbek, English, and Russian documents. To
describe this method, the main language is chosen as
English. If a document is in Uzbek or Russian during the
indexing process, its terms will be translated into English.
IV.

DOCUMENT INDEXING PROCESS

In this phase, we will describe the process of inserting a
document into the database. The following figure illustrates
the document indexing process.

(words, themes, or concepts) from digital files in different
formats. In this step, we can use Apache Tika toolkit. The
A. Document Normalization
The document normalization phase consists of (1) Apache Tika™ toolkit supports extracting metadata and text
content analyzing, (2) tokenization (3), and stop word from more than a thousand different fil
removal steps. The main aim of this phase is to prepare the
e types (such as PPT, XLS, and PDF) [20]. After this
original document’s dataset for similarity comparisons with step document which in any file formats will be converted
other texts.
into plain text format, in Table-1 it is given the result of this
Content analysis is consists of retrieving simple text step.
Table 1. Result of content analyzing step
Source text in HTML format (Input)

Plain text (Output)

<p>This paper describes the cross-language plagiarism
detection method <b>CLAD (Cross-Language Analog
Detector)</b> between test document and indexed documents.
The main difference of this method from existing versions is the
detection of plagiarism among multiple languages not only two
languages. It is one part of mathematics and computer science,
which consists of methods, algorithms and a class of problems
</p>

Tokenization is the process of converting text into
elements (words, phrases, symbols, or other meaningful
elements) called tokens, and condition process of documents
will be based on a set of these tokens. There are a number of
algorithms for document tokenization. In this algorithm, we
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This paper describes the cross-language plagiarism
detection method CLAD (Cross-Language Analog
Detector) between test document and indexed
documents. The main difference of this method from
existing versions is the detection of plagiarism among
multiple languages not only two languages. It is one
part of mathematics and computer science, which
consists of methods, algorithms and a class of problems

used tokenization using Regular Expressions (sometimes
called a rational expression) [21]. There are given regular
expressions that parse text into a collection of words.
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Table-2 shows how the tokenization has been done each characters.
word and component, including the stop words and special
Table 2. Result of tokenization
Plain text (Input)
This paper describes the cross-language plagiarism
detection method CLAD (Cross-Language Analog Detector)
between test document and indexed documents. The main
difference of this method from existing versions is the
detection of plagiarism among multiple languages not only two
languages. It is one part of mathematics and computer science,
which consists of methods, algorithms and a class of problems

Words collection (Output)
"this", "paper", "describes", "the", "cross", "language",
"plagiarism", "detection", "method", "CLAD", "cross",
"language", "analog", "detector", "between", "test",
"document", "and", "indexed", "documents", "main",
"difference", "of", "this", "method", "from", "existing",
"versions", "is", "the", "detection", "of", "plagiarism",
"among", "multiple", "languages", "not", "only", "two",
"languages", "it", "is", "one", "part", "of", "mathematics",
"and", "computer", "science", "which", "consists", "of",
"methods", "algorithms", "and", "a", "class", "of", "problems"

It is known, that every natural language has stop words,
which used inside of sentence to relate words to each other.
There is no single universal list of stop words used by allnatural language processing tools; and indeed, not all tools
even use such a list. The next step consists of removing stop
words from collection words. The list of the English stop
words that has been used in this study is a default English
stop words list, and is a well-known list used by many
researchers, including [26]. In Table-3 it is displayed text
after removing stop words step.
Table 3. Removing stop words
Words collection (Input)
"this",
"paper",
"describes", "the", "cross",
"language",
"plagiarism",
"detection",
"method",
"CLAD", "cross", "language",
"analog",
"detector",
"between",
"test",
"document", "and", "indexed",
"documents",
"main",
"difference", "of", "this",
"method", "from", "existing",
"versions",
"is",
"the",
"detection",
"of",
"plagiarism",
"among",
"multiple", "languages", "not",
"only", "two", "languages",
"it", "is", "one", "part", "of",
"mathematics",
"and",
"computer",
"science",
"which", "consists", "of",
"methods",
"algorithms",
"and", "a", "class", "of",
"problems"

Bag of words (Output)
"paper", "describes",
"cross", "language",
"plagiarism", "detection",
"method", "CLAD", "cross",
"language", "analog",
"detector", "test", "document",
"indexed", "documents",
"main", "difference",
"method", "versions",
"detection", "plagiarism",
"multiple", "languages",
"languages", "part",
"mathematics", "computer",
"science", "methods",
"algorithms", "class",
"problems"

Words collection (Input)

Stemmed words
collection (Output)
"paper", "describe",
"cross", "language",
"plagiarism", "detect",
"method", "CLAD", "cross",
"language", "analog",
"detect", "test", "document",
"index", "document", "main",
"difference", "method",
"version", "detect",
"plagiarism", "multiple",
"language", "language",
"part", "math", "compute"

"paper",
"describes",
"cross",
"language",
"plagiarism",
"detection",
"method", "CLAD", "cross",
"language",
"analog",
"detector",
"test",
"document",
"indexed",
"documents",
"main",
"difference",
"method",
"versions",
"detection",
"plagiarism",
"multiple",
"languages",
"languages",
"part",
"mathematics",
"computer",
"science",
"methods",
"algorithms",
"class", "problems"

C. Extracting words
In this phase, we convert stemmed words into a formal
form. In this form, every element of the document will
consist of stemmed word and term frequency words in the
document.
Dj  d1 , n1 , d 2 , n2 , .., d p , n p
(4)



 





d i  H j

(5)

Here, j - the natural language of

D document, H j -

d i - i the
term on the text, n i - the number of occurrences d i term in
the collection of stop words j natural language,

B. Analyze words
In this step, we will detect the morphological root of the
word and in information technology; this process is
stemming [23]. There are a number of algorithms for
stemming words in natural languages. There are many
algorithms for stemming words in natural languages like
Snowball Framework [24, 25].
During the stemming process we can use algorithms
from Snowball Framework. This framework has the
algorithms to stemming about 20 languages. Unfortunately,
Snowball Framework does not have any stemming
algorithm for Uzbek language. In [26] Uzbek language
suffixes categorization was described, which can help us to
build the stemmer algorithm for Uzbek language by using
Snowball Framework. We can see the result of the
stemming process for our words in Table-4.
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Table 4. Result of stemming step

the text. In Table 5 it was shown the structure documents in
(4) version. This table also described synonym forms of
every word.
Table 5. Term Frequency of the document's words
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Ter
m

Term
Frequency

Synonym forms

Count of
synonym forms

computer

3

PC, laptop, electronic
brain

3

algorith
m

2

algorism, logic

2

math

1

science

1

data

1

knowledge,
ology,
study
information, evidence,
facts, material
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D. Target form of term synonyms
The purpose of displaying synonym forms of terms
above is to explain comparison process to the reader
considering synonymity. Before comparing terms, this
algorithm detects the target synonym form of every term. In
this case, we use the following data structure.
Here, word – table to store a list of words and its terms,
class – table to store word category and target word pointer,
relation – table to store word and its category relation. After
retrieving a set of terms, we get target versions of every
term based on this data structure.
Fig. 3. Dictionary structure to translate terms
During translate we use terms in (6) form. As discussed
above in the document in English we will skip this section.

In this step, every term will be replaced its target
synonym form. For example, for "person", "human",
"individual", and "man" terms we have marked as target
version "person". In this case, during compare documents
or storing database it will be used "person" term for
"human", "individual", and "man" terms. This operation will
be done for every language document, so we should have a
synonym database for every natural language which we
using in plagiarism detection process, not only for English.
According to this operation, every term will be
converted into its target word. As a result, using one
comparison operation we can check all existing forms of
term synonyms. In this case, total comparison operations
count will be equal count of terms. This is the main
difference in this algorithm than existing algorithms like
SCAM and shilling. The total count of comparison
operations is shown for the SCAM algorithm in (1) and in
(2) showed shilling class algorithms. After this step,
document in (3) form will be like as the following:
D  ((d12 , n1 ), (d 22 , n2 ), .., (d p 2 , n p )) (6)

d i 2 - the d i term’s target synonym
form, d i  D  (d i )  d i 2 ,  (d i ) - the function which
detects the target version of d i term. After it we combine

d i 3 (trans(d i 3 ))  d i'3 (9)
Here, trans(d i ) - the translation function of d i term
into English,  (d i ) - the function which detects the target
version of d i term. After this steps, we can describe D
document in the following form.
'
'
D  (( d13, d13' , n11 ), (d 23, d 23
, n21 ), .. , (d k 3 , d 23
, nk1 ))

(10)
F. Indexing document
In this section, we describe how to store D document in
the database. Every document will be converted into (10)
before storing it into the database. As a database, it was used
Apache Lucene. The documents the following parameters
will be stored in Apache Lucene:

Document title;

Document author(s);

Natural language which document is
written;

Document elements in (10) forms;
During this step we using Apache Lucene’s
IndexWriter class [11].

Here,

this bag of words, this phase consists of detecting duplicate
terms and using one of them and summarize term`s the
number of occurrences. In this case, we can display (6) form
in the following:

D  (( d13 , n11 ), (d 23 , n21 ), .. , (d k 3 , nk 1 ))
(7)

d i 3  d j 3 , i  j
Here,

DETECTION PROCESS

In this phase, we will describe the process of plagiarism
detection process by index document. The following figure
illustrates the document indexing process.
As illustrated in Figure 3, in the phase consists of
document normalization, analyze words, and translate terms
sections which familiarly with the Document Indexing
phase. That’s why we will not repeat these steps, and we
believe that this T document is presented as follows.

T  (( t1 , t1' , m1 ), (t2 , t2' , m2 ),..., (t p , t 'p , m p ))

(8)

ni1 - the number of occurrences d i 3 term in the

(6) form.
E. Translate terms
The CLAD uses Dictionary-based machine-translation
method to translate terms from Uzbek or Russian to English
[25]. The following figure illustrates database structure to
store a dictionary which using the translating process.
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V.

(11)

t i - i term of T document, t i - translated form
of t i term, mi - the number of occurrences t i term.
Here,

A. Retrieval of candidate documents
In this section, we will describe how to find documents
from the Apache Lucene database according to t i terms of

T document. In this case we can use IndexSearcher class
of Apache Lucene [11]. To easy describe condition process
we show similarity checking
process between two D and T
documents.
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 , d 23
 ,..., d k 3 ]  [t1 , t 2 ,...,t p ]  [ x1 , x2 ,.., xk ]
[d13

B. Comparing documents
Our algorithm detects similarity between two documents
based on the set of terms both documents have. In other
words, similarity of both documents is calculated
considering similarity (10) and (11) objects. At first, we will
calculate the weight of both documents.

(11)

X  (( x1 , n1 , m1 ), ( x2 , n2 , m2 ),..., ( xk , nk , mk ))
(12)

p

Here

N   ni1

(9)

M   mi

(10)

i 1
s

i 1

Here, N - the weight of the D document, M - the weight
of document T. Next step, we will get the list of words that
exists in both D and T documents by intersection set of their
words.

k

dt  
i 1

ni  mi
N2

(13)

The similarity degree of T document to D document will
be calculated as the following formula.
k

td  
i 1

ni  mi
M2

(14)

From (13) and (14) we can calculate the total similarity
degree of both documents. It will be calculated using (17)
formula.
sim( D, T )  max( dt, td ) (15)

x i - the term in the D and T documents, n i - the

number of recurrences,

x i term in the D document, mi - the

number of occurrences

xi term in the T document. The

similarity degree of D document to T document will be
calculated as the following formula.

Next, some paragraphs' location was changed in file1.doc
and new file3.doc file was generated. Afterwards, we
translated file.doc into Uzbek and saved this file with
file4.doc name. These three files (file2.doc, file3.doc, and
file4.doc) were given to experts and asked them to rate
plagiarism degree between source file (file1.doc).
After receiving answers from experts, we took the
arithmetic mean values according to their results (fiel2.doc –
84%, file3.doc – 79%, file4.doc – 50%). In the Figure-3 it
was given experiment result with diagram version.

Through executing all steps for documents which
retrieved from indexed database, we will have the collection
of documents that are similar to D document.
VI.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed model of this study was programmed with
Java programming language. The objective of the proposed
model is to detect CLPD throughout indexed documents.
During the test process, we got a file in Russian from
indexed database (we marked it file1.doc) and replaced its
some words with synonym forms, and marked it file2.doc.
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6.

7.

8.

9.

Fig. 5. Experiment result
The result of the experiment showed that in file4html we
get the really bad results because there were used
homonyms words and our algorithm did not give the right
result. But the rest of the files its results are closer to the
result of experts.
VII.

10.

11.

12.

13.

CONCLUSION

This paper has presented CLAD method which crosslanguage plagiarism detection process among indexed
documents. This method was implemented into jComporator
information system, which detects document plagiarism, and
tested on Tashkent University of Information Technologies
named after Muhammad Al-Khwarizmi in 2013-2014 years.
In this process, systems helped to detect a number of
plagiarism documents.
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